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# Grad First Name Last Name HT WT B/T High School Comments Measurable Statistics

OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

6 2020 Aeden Walter 6_0 146 R/R Delaware Valley

6-foot-0, 146-pounds with an above average frame, slight 
builld, projectable. 78 mph arm strength, good tracking skills. 
In the box, open stance, quiet hands. Slight leg kick/hang for 

timing. Get hands extended out in front well. 

7.45 75 78

7 2020 Will Kindl 5_10 160 L/L Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake

5-foot-10, 160-pounds, lean build with room to build. 80 mph 
arm strength, with good use of lower half carry to the bag. 

Slightly open stance in the box, hands load back on approach 
to ball. Hands drop to the zone on swing, one handed  finish. 

76 mph bat-speed.

7.42 76 80

12 2020 Justin Osborn 5_11 165 L/L Shaker High School

5-foot-11, 165-pounds with a lean build. 81 mph arm 
strength, with a loose and long arm action. Even stance at the 
plate, with slight closed off toe tap. Above average pull side 

power. Long swing path with a high finish. 84 mph bat speed. 
Hard double down the line to deep RF in the 8th @ UE. 

7.73 84 81

18 2020 Brenden Harris 5_11 178 R/R Guilderland

5-foot-11, 180-pounds, solid looking player in a uniform. 
Moves with good quickness and shows strength in his actions, 

84 mph arm-strength. Athletic/aggressive actions in box. 
Quick hands with incline bat plane. Good power potential. 

Brings good intent to the plate. 91 mph exit velo. 

7.32 91 84

23 2020 Dawson Aitken 6_4 175 R/R Guilderland

Large frame standing 6-foot-4, 175-pounds, athletic build with 
projectability. 77 mph arm strength. Stays behind the ball, 

fields to glove side. In the box he's relaxed, wide base . High 
leg kick for timing. Stays back with his hands, smooth load on 

approach. 78 mph exit velo, consistent barrel contact. 

7.68 78 77

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

2 2021 Christopher Ubner 5_7 145 R/R Cooperstown

5-foot-7, 145-pounds with a slight frame. Average actions 
defensivley, glove is out in front. In the box shows consistent 

short contact, finds barrel. Aggressive swing in the box. 87 
mph exit velo. 

7.51 87 75

10 2020 Alex Moisidis 5_10 160 L/R Shaker

5-foot-10, 160-pounds form a slender build. Relaxed 
defensively, keeps it simple, 73 mph arm-strength. In the box, 
mostly level barrel path into the zone. Short extension after 
contact. Should be able to hit for more power in the future. 

83 mph exit velo currently.

7.14 83 76

11 2019 Carter Sorensen 5_9 160 R/RRavena-Coeymans-Selkirk

5-foot-9, 160-pounds with a strong frame. Loose actions 
defensively, 73 mph arm-strength across the diamond. In the 
box, long swing path. Barrel drops through contact, strength 

and bat-speed present (88 mph). Quick hands.

7.14 88 73

Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range

8 2020 Michael Rocas 5_10 180 R/R Amsterdam

5-foot-10, 180-pounds, well built frame for the position. Soft 
hands, 74 mph arm-strength, 2.10 pop time in the workout. In 

the box, long swing path, slight hip rotation to the ball, high 
finish with an upward tilt in swing, 85 mph exit velo. 

7.73 85 74 2.10-2.20

9 2019 Adam Webber 5_10 165 R/R Guilderland

5-foot-10, 165-pounds, wide base, frame can handle more 
weight. 71 mph arm-strength, 2.10 pop-time in the workout. 
In the box, quiet and balanced stance, low leg lift, high hands 

and finish, consistent contact, 70 mph exit velo. 

7.86 70 71 2.10-2.21



16 2019 Patrick Zarola 5_11 196 R/R Holy Redeemer

5-foot-11, 196-pounds with a catchers build. Wide base 
defensively, average transfer, 69 mph arm-strength with a 

2.28 pop time in the workout. Active hand movement upon 
pitch in the box, fluid hip rotation to the ball, 86 mph bat 

speed off a tee. 

8.13 86 69 2.28-2.32

20 2019 Addison Schaub 6_0 180 R/R Scotia Glenville

6-foot-0, 180 with a sturdy build, active hands defensively, 
quick glove to hands transfer, 73 mph arm-strength with an 
impresive 2.01 pop-time in the workout. Short and compact 
to the ball at the plate, narrow and balanced stance, pward 
shoulder tilt and higher finish, barrel is inclined through the 

zone, 87 mph exit velo. 

7.73 87 73 2.01-2.06

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

4 2020 Nathaniel Kilburn 5_10 170 R/R CBA-Albany

5-foot-10, 170-pounds, lean size and build. Wide base 
defensivley from the corner, glove out in front, clean 

feet/actions, 77 mph arm-strength. In the box, slightly opened 
stance, barrel has slight lift, consistent contact to all fields, 75 

mph exit velo. 

7.88 75 77

13 2019 James Grausgruber 5_10 175 R/R Harpursville

5-foot-10, 170-pounds with sturdy size and has the frame to 
add more strength. Simple actions defensively, smooth 

throwing motion, 73 mph arm-strength. Aggressive in the box 
with a simple set-up and approach. Barrel stays in the zone a 

long time, 84 mph exit velo. 

7.72 84 73

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

15 2020 Zach Konopka 6_3 170 R/R CBA-Albany

Well built frame at 6-foot-3, 170-pounds, more size 
projection. Fields from a wide base, glove out in front,  short 
arm action and release is quick from a 3/4 slot, 74 mph arm-
strength. In the box,  relaxed setup, low leg kick, consistent 

contact, fluid hand movement during the swing, balance, 78 
mph exit velo. 

8.07 78 74

17 2021 Eric Hodnett 6_3 210 R/R Ballston Spa

6-foot-3, 210-pounds, large frame. Attacks ball out in front, 
long arm action, 3/4 slot with 76 mph arm-strength, average 
footwork around the bag, In the box, Narrow stance, active 

hand movement to pitch, compact path, high finish and 
upward tilt in swing path. 88 mph exit velo. 

8.03 88 76

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

1 2019 Joseph Matala 5_10 135 R/R ND Bishop Gibbons

Lean athletic build with upper 3/4 release point. Consistent 
getting ahead in the count. Fastball shows good arm side run. 
Curveball is effective with quick action locating in the zone. 

79 75-77 66-68

3 2020 Eric Agan 5_8 150 R/R Burnt Hills

Lean and athletic frame with good repeatable mechanics. 
Shows loose arm action with a high 3/4 release point. Fastball 
has good arm side run and curveball has tight 12/6 spin. Spots 

up in strike zone well getting ahead.

77 75-77 65-67

5 2019 Spencer Brown 6_0 185 R/L Ravena Coeymans Selkirk

Solid build with a filled out lower half. Compact arm action 
with a high 3/4 slot. Short arms the ball which allows him to 
keep his arm on time with his body. Keeps stride in line with 

catcher and all of his actions are simple and deliberate. Shows 
a good feel for keeping his FB in the zone. Consistently works 

his CB into the zone for strikes. 

82 78-80 61-66



21 2019 Frank Desiderio 5_11 195 R/R Holy Redeemer

Solid build with athletic features. Steady movement towards 
the plate with simple movements. Balanced during windup 

with steady leg lift and some leg drive on the backside. 
Improved arm strength and down action will help with ability 
to decieve hitters. Needs to work more over his front side to 

get FB and offspeed down in the zone. Has some armside 
movement with a high 3/4 arm slot. 

78 75-78

13 2019 James Grausgruber 5_10 175 R/R Harpursville

Lanky arms and legs. Solid body type with potential for more 
size with increased strength. Tends to be quick to the plate 

but has the control to rebound and be in the strikezone. Arm 
is long and wraps slightly behind head with a 90 degree elbow 
bend at the highest point in seperation. Hesistants slightly at 

highest leg lift point to generate drop/drive leverage and 
creates some deception for the hitter. Explodes towards the 

target in line but tends to fall off to glove side at times. CB has 
some feel to it with average spin and drop action. 

78 75-78 61-63

15 2020 Zach Konopka 6_3 170 R/R CBA-Albany

Tall lanky frame with long limbs. Increased velo will come with 
more physical body strength gains. Slow and steady delivery 
even on the frontside. Gets arm up to release point after a 

long take away. FB has some late live and run to arm side. CB 
show sharp late movement when able to keep down in the 

zone. 

75 74-75 62-63

8 2020 Michael Rocas 5_10 180 R/R Amsterdam

Stocky build with a simple delivery and an over the top 
release. When he gets full extension he creates good 

downward angle on his FB. Arm action stays compact and 
doesn't lag behind the rest of his body. Minimal stride with a 

little cross action. Competes well and mixes his pitches

76 72-75 60-63

12 2020 Justin Osborn 5_11 165 L/L Shaker High School

Medium sized frame. Good body control with quick actions to 
his delivery. Arm action is quick and aggressive as he finishes 

his pitch. 3/4 release point creates good run and life on his FB. 
Mixes in a solid CB and CH. 3 pitch mix should develop and 
improve as he gets stronger. Shows a good feel for pitching. 

76 72-75 60-62 66-68

7 2020 Will Kindl 5_10 160 L/L Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake

Lefty with athletic frame showing a mid 3/4 arm slot. Fastball 
shows arm side run with a sharpe 12/6 curve. Consistent in 
the zone working fast and showing good mound presence. 

Slider is effective with tight 3/9 rotation.

76 74-76 65-66 SL: 70

6 2020 Aeden Walter 6_0 146 R/R Delaware Valley

Lean athletic build with good arm action. Upper 3/4 release 
point with good arm side run on fastball. Change up has good 
arm side sink and can spot for a strike efficiently. Works fast 
and pounds the strike zone. Curveball 11/7 spin with tight 

break.

76 74-76 64-66 68-69

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

4 2020 Nathaniel Kilburn 5_10 170 R/R CBA-Albany

Tall, lean body frame with athletic features. Good posture and 
simple movements in mechanics. Stays steady up to balance 
point with a little upward tilt with shoulders. Seems to recoil 
after release although his finish is well balanced. Long arm 

take away wrapping slightly behind head. Mid/High 3/4 arm 
slot with sharp/late arm side run on his FB. With increased 

body strength he shows ability to improve velo. CB has some 
feel but lack tight spin. 

80 78-80 67-68



23 2020 Dawson Aitken 6_4 175 R/R Guilderland

Athletic body with good mound presence. Uses a upper 3/4 
release point with good arm action. Fastball shows some late 

life with good sink on his change up. Was consistent in the 
zone and has a projectable pitchers body.

76 75-77 61-65

17 2021 Eric Hodnett 6_3 210 R/R Ballston Spa

Big body that is still developing. Proportional build with a wide 
frame. Actions have a deliberate pace and are simple. Arm 

action is short and compact. Stays in his legs well and should 
be able to make significant jumps as he adds strength. 

77 74-76 65-68

16 2019 Patrick Zarola 5_11 196 R/R Holy Redeemer

Tall solid build. Tends to vary his motion sometimes quick 
movements others are steady and composed. Pauses at the 
top of his motion and leg lift then shows power towards the 

target. Short quick arm action after a long take away. FB 
shows good action when down in the strikezone. CB has 

average spin and slurve like action at the end. 

78 75-77 66-67


